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Lent 2024: Watch and Pray

Watch and Pray invites us to seek God in both familiar and unfamiliar places this Lent: in darkness and in quiet; in movement and migration; in the healing and transforming work of the Spirit; in the weeping of Holy Week and in the joy of Easter morning.

Israel-Gaza war

Information for parishes and individuals seeking to better understand the Church’s response to the war and guidance on how they can help whether through prayer, giving or action.

Learn more
A Service for the Second Sunday of Lent

Our service for the Second Sunday of Lent from the Trelawny Benefice in Cornwall. Rev Richard Allen will lead this service as he ventures around his benefice talking about taking up your cross and following the Lord.

Vision & Strategy

The Church of England’s vocation is and always has been to proclaim the good news of Jesus Christ afresh in each generation to the people of England.

Learn more about our vision for a simpler, humbler, bolder church.
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- General Synod calls for reform of Canon C4
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Ukraine paying for our security ‘with money and blood’, Archbishop Justin tells Synod
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Living in Love and Faith: ‘the work goes on’ Bishop Martyn tells Synod
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